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ABSTRACT
Collaborations between American and Chinese universities have been critical to
global knowledge production. Chinese students accounted for over a third of all
international students in the United States prior to COVID-19, but the pandemic
paused most global mobility in 2020. We argue that this international mobility to
the United States will not fully recover if larger stressors are left unaddressed.
First, relations between the United States and China have deteriorated in recent
years, especially under the Trump administration, with growing suspicion against
Chinese researchers and scholars. Second, viral acts of violence and anti-Asian
incidents have painted the United States as unsafe for Chinese students. Finally,
given the mismanaged response to the pandemic, it may take years before trust
returns from abroad. While the Biden administration has promised to curb some
of these issues, the perceptions of the United States may have been permanently
altered, especially as China has improved its domestic higher education sector in
recent years.
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INTRODUCTION
China is the largest sender of international students to the United States,
accounting for over 372,000 students in the academic year before COVID-19 hit
(Institute of International Education, 2020). This means that roughly one out of
every three international students studying on American campuses came from
China, contributing over $15 billion to the U.S. economy every year (Malden &
Stephens, 2020). Lee and Haupt (2019) showed that collaborative research by
American and Chinese scientists has dramatically risen in recent decades, while
Evans et al. (2020) argued that joint research efforts will need to be amped up to
stave off the next global pandemic. Due to the level of engagement, the
relationship between China and the United States is the most consequential for
the American higher education sector. But the relationship has been threatened in
recent years due to a variety of reasons, and not only because of the pause in global
mobility related to COVID-19.
One weekend defined a culmination of these larger issues in the relationship.
On the weekend after January 9, 2021, Americans, still locked in quarantine for
almost a year, were reeling from the shocking footage of rioting and insurrection
at the nation’s capitol building. The images also shocked people in China, but
attention that weekend was centered on Yiran Fan, a Chinese international student
murdered in Chicago during a random rampage in the city. Together these events
highlighted the poor management of the COVID-19 crisis, disgraceful imagery of
riots, and tangible threats of gun violence—reinforcing the idea that the United
States is dangerous, unpredictable, and unwelcoming—not exactly an ideal
location to study for international students.
The election of Donald Trump was particularly damaging to international
higher education in the United States, with the Muslim ban, increased vetting of
student visas, and general antiforeigner rhetoric. Rose-Redwood and RoseRedwood (2017) said that the “travel ban had the effect of undermining this core
mission of higher education” (p. iii). While many hoped that the Biden
administration could reset the sector, the lingering effects stemming from Trump
and other controversies cannot be easily mended, particularly with China. In this
commentary, we argue that international student engagement will not fully
recover from the pause in mobility due to the pandemic if these larger stressors
are left unaddressed.
U.S.–China Relations
Trump campaigned on taking a harder stance against China and enacted a
series of targeted policies against the nation, such as tariffs on certain goods. At
one point, Trump even considered banning Chinese students from coming to
American universities, but eventually decided against the measure (Sevastopulo
& Mitchell, 2018). However, the administration did add restrictions to some
graduate students and canceled visas for roughly 1,000 students and researchers
with reported connections to the military (Mervis, 2018). These reactions were
part of growing distrust toward Chinese scientists and researchers, with loud
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accusations of spying. Even before Trump, Confucius Institutes had been
continually targeted by American policymakers as a kind of catch-all boogeyman
for espionage. Headlines have been made about researchers being arrested for
hiding their inclusion with China’s Thousand Talents Plan when receiving federal
government grants. In some cases, though, missing from the conversation was that
the researchers also did not disclose programs with other countries like South
Korea or Japan (U.S. Department of Justice, 2021).
Exacerbated by the Trump administration’s rhetoric, the sentiments only
worsened with the global outbreak of COVID-19. When the pandemic began,
Trump blamed China for failing to contain the virus early on, insisting on calling
it the “Chinese virus” and demanding that the Chinese government “pay a big
price” for letting it happen (as quoted by Walsh, 2020). Devlin et al. (2020)
reported that during the height of the pandemic, Americans’ unfavorable views of
China reached record levels. Tangibly throughout the lockdown, anger and
suspicion boiled over with a spike in racist and xenophobic attacks against
Chinese people or other Asians mistaken for Chinese, which were only fueled by
bombastic rhetoric from the Trump administration and other U.S. officials. In this
environment, Chinese students have faced increased scrutiny at U.S. airports,
been labeled as technology thieves, and harassed due to national origin.
Safety
Safety has been a concern for international students in the United States
(Nicholls, 2018). Uncertainties and distance breeds anxieties, and the ubiquity of
guns and high-profile shootings have undoubtedly shaped students’ and parents’
perceptions of security in American schools. But cameras and smartphones have
inundated feeds with images and news of violence like never before, bolstering
fears that have been prevalent in the past. Now, protesters and even rioters
routinely livestream or post to social media, which is viewed across the world,
sometimes losing important contextual information. For instance, the summer
protests of 2020 were bookended by the riots at the Capitol, sending the signal
that the United States is not only dangerous but also unstable. Even if these
incidents were isolated or focused, the viral nature of the imagery puts them in the
palm of every parent with a child studying abroad.
These threats are exacerbated for Chinese students due to the anti-Chinese
sentiments rising in recent years on and around campuses (Ma, 2020). While
apparently random, the death of Yiren Fan at the University of Chicago only made
these images all too real for prospective international students. Furthermore, there
have been other hate crimes against Asian Americans stemming from misplaced
xenophobia connected to China. These events and others like it, such as the
Atlanta spa shooting, have made violence against Asians a salient issue. It is easy
to understand how Chinese parents or students would ask: What if that was me?
What if my son got caught in a riot? How can I know my daughter will be safe?
Even if American campuses are generally safe, there is a sense that the entire
United States is dangerous. Students and parents feel their safety could be at risk
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at any time. Under such circumstances, we wonder how many Chinese parents
would agree to send their children to study under such conditions.
Handling of COVID-19
The mismanagement of COVID-19 in the United States has led to a
staggering number of deaths and an elongated pandemic. The world has noticed.
People in China have watched the reckless, inept approach that American leaders
have taken in dealing with the virus and could only compare to the coordinated,
serious efforts by their own government. The clips of antimask protests or public
freak-outs against basic precautions were not isolated to the internet in the United
States; they have been shared and mocked on WeChat and other social media. In
contrast, China took the most stringent prevention and control measures to prevent
the spread of the epidemic. Residents were required to wear masks in public
places, lockdowns were enforced, and contract tracing/testing was implemented
nationally. Wuhan, Hubei province in China, where the epidemic situation was
the most severe, returned to some normalcy after a few months of lockdown.
People there were allowed to leave the city if they held a green health code,
meaning no contact with any infected or suspected COVID-19 cases. It is because
of such an aggressive response that hundreds of thousands of people in China
were prevented from contracting the virus. Even with the vaccine rollout
underway, the comparative death tolls in the United States have been staggering.
MOVING FORWARD
Given the importance of this relationship, American universities must work to
gain back the trust of Chinese students, and much of this work must go beyond
singular institutions. The rollout of the vaccine is a major test for the United States
in the eyes of the world. Many stakeholders are hoping for a return to some
normalcy by the Fall 2021 semester, unpausing the global mobility freeze. Given
the last year, though, there are still those who will remain skeptical, and it may
take years before that trust returns from abroad. If society does open back up,
some of the unrest may subside. Likewise, the Biden administration has already
shown a more subdued approach to the presidency, which should be felt by other
people around the world. While some incidents will always occur, the shocking
and unprecedented scenes from the last year could make way for calmer imagery.
Similarly, Biden has already released a Presidential Memorandum order
condemning the anti-Asian sentiments that plagued most of 2020 and beyond
(“Condemning and Combating Racism,” 2021). While he hasn’t promised to
reverse all of Trump’s policies, the bombastic and unpredictable approach to
foreign policy from the previous president has been halted by Biden. However,
there are still many officials hawkish on China, such as Republican Senator Tom
Cotton, who recently proposed a new ban on Chinese students in certain STEM
areas, more intense visa vetting, and the severance of ties with Chinese
universities nationally (Cotton, 2021). Even Biden’s nominee for CIA director,
William J. Burns, suggested that universities should cut ties with Confucius
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Institutes in his Senate hearing (CBS News, 2021). This kind of mistrust from the
highest levels trickles down to students and individuals.
Unfortunately, some efforts might be too late, as the image of the United
States in China has likely been permanently altered. Chinese students are already
taking seriously other locales around the world with friendlier policies, perceived
safer environments, and better handling of COVID-19. Furthermore, China’s own
domestic sector has rapidly improved in terms of international standing in recent
years (Allen, 2017). While capacity issues have been a problem, the central
government has recently mandated more seats for students in master’s programs
in Chinese universities (Wang, 2021). Likewise, policymakers have also made
efforts to improve various parts of the sector, such as the Teacher Professional
Development Center in Shanghai Normal University, a program targeted at
improving the quality of private higher education in Shanghai.
Educators did have similar concerns after the attacks on 9/11 precipitated
drops in foreign students, but the worries proved to be misplaced and the sector
rebounded to record gains only a few years later. However, much of those gains
were made from increased Chinese student intake. If the sector hopes to maintain
and thrive after COVID-19, the larger relationship between the United States and
China must be mended. Stories like Yiran Fan or other viral acts of violence or
xenophobia, along with a bombastic foreign policy, will only continue the
descent. American higher education certainly did not cause these issues, but the
sector will face the brunt of their consequences.
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